Care

OF MODEL 9 AUTOMATIC MIXMASTER

It is important to follow these instructions about oiling and greasing to insure the most satisfaction from your Mixmaster.

During the first month of use oil motor bearings 1 and 2. Use a good light machine oil. Put a few drops of oil in holes 1, 2, 3. DO NOT PUT MORE THAN ONE DROP OF OIL IN 4. Oil hole No. 5 is located on Mix-Finder dial. Be sure the dial is set at OFF (with OFF opposite the arrow) then put a few drops of oil in hole 5.

Under heavy usage these parts should be oiled once every month. Do not OVEROIL. Put a few drops of oil occasionally in the spindle of the bowl disc, directly under the disc.

About once a year with ordinary usage the supply of grease for the gears should be examined. If juices, oil, or other liquids have been permitted to get into the gear compartment the grease will thin out and is likely to run down the beater spindles, which means that the grease should be checked at once.

To open grease compartment simply follow these steps or take your Mixmaster to your service station.

1. Swing handle to side, remove beaters and take out the screw in center of cover and take front cover off.
2. Unhook ends of wire spring at points "A".
3. Pull down on beater sockets "D" until points "B" can be lifted out of notches at "C". Remove by pulling down a bit further and tilting out at top.
4. Remove four screws holding grease cover in place.

There should be about one tablespoonful of grease inside the gear compartment. When necessary put in some special Mixmaster Lubricant. Clean out all old grease (do this if water, or other liquids have been permitted to get into the gear compartment—see instructions on top of page forty-two) and put in a tablespoonful of the new Mixmaster Lubricant. Do not pack compartment full of grease or use wrong kind of grease.

Reassemble by reversing operations given above. Make certain that points "B" slip into slots "C" before pushing beater sockets "D" up into place.

All electric motors get warm when running, and warmth will increase as load on motor is increased. The temperature rise causes no harm to mechanical or electrical parts. Cord will discolor motor housing if wrapped around motor while hot.

Note: Always mention Model number when requesting service or parts for Mixmaster. See model number stamped on bottom of MOTOR and on bottom of BASE.

SUNBEAM MIXMASTER PATENTS

1894858  2002333  2070768  2144733  2274480
1926910  2008184  2098098  2161881  2293701
1975949  2013887  2099050  2165858  2293959
2029157  2113025  2182083

Design patents 87228, 87587, 102148, 120358, 120359, other patents pending.